Compression massage after endo venous varicose vein therapy
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Intermittently pneumatic compression (IPC) therapy after truncal varicose vein ablation - A massage of the leg seconds after a therapy of truncal varicose veins with different techniques is not standard. And it is in partly controversial discussion because is not tolerable for the patient after radical surgery or thermal ablation because of pain.
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INTRODUCTION

The guidelines of the German Society of Phlebology see the following advantages in intermittently compression therapy-used postoperatively:

Recommendation 10: IPC can be used in patients with post-traumatic edema. It reduces edema, reduces the infection rate preoperatively and improves soft tissue healing and painfulness.

HISTORY-MASSAGE OF THE LEG AFTER VENASEAL OR SEALING FOAM THERAPY

Murat and Clay used the first compression device in 1835, and after 1930 devices for the treatment of vascular diseases were developed. In 1955 Sampson and Kirby first described a 14-chamber compression massage [1,2]. However, it took another 26 years before the first multi-chamber compression device was brought onto the healthcare market by Zelikowski in 1981. He described a "milking mechanism". In the following years, devices were developed specifically for venous diseases, lymphatic diseases and arterial circulatory disorders [3].

All of these devices emulate the physiology of our human muscle-vein pump. Inflation and deflation of the air in the individual chambers mimics the effect of the calf muscle pump and massages the vein blood and lymphatic fluid out of the lower legs (Figure 1).

SAPHENION: COMPRESSION MASSAGE AFTER VEIN GLUE/MICROFOAM

Saphenion started 4 years ago at the Rostock Vein Care Center to offer all patients a compression massage of the treated legs immediately after varicose vein therapy with vein glue or after micro foam therapy with sealing foam. All patients gladly accepted this massage therapy of the operated legs using the 12-chamber massage computer immediately after the therapy [4].

During the last 48 months we treated with IPC 290 patients after VenaSeal® ablation of truncal varicose veins and 595 Patients after microfoam therapy.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS-IPC AFTER VARICOSE VEIN THERAPY

An inflammatory response of vascular and connective tissue after damaging of cells and parts of tissues is the normal and typical answer after the therapy of varicose veins. The response is trying to remove or to repair the cell-and tissue defects (Figure 2).

Figure 1) Compression machine from the golden twenties.

Figure 2) Pathophysiological considerations.
The important effects of postoperative massage are reduction of tissue tension because of reduction of edema, the accelerated removal of cell debris and inflammatory mediators. The reduction of post op pain and about a shooting inflammatory reaction is also very important.

At the same time, the arterial inflow is improved and the venous outflow is increased. In addition to the general reduction in venous pressure in the leg veins, there is a reduction in the venous blood pool and existing lymphedema. Microcirculatory reduces the capillary pressure and thus improves the oxygen uptake from the capillaries as an immediate reaction.

The manual massage therapy or better the 12 - chambers - massage-computer so have a good effect. Because of these massage techniques we promote the regeneration of lymph collectors in the treated area.

The tissue scarring after ablation the truncal varicose veins or side branches are more softly and we are seeing secondary movement restriction after therapy much less (Figure 3).

We ourselves were very surprised about the results!

In all 260 cases of VenaSeal®-ablation there were absolutely less indurations of the treated vein, no really vein string. We saw no more edemas, also the patients reported the same. On the contrary they reported about lighter legs without great edemas.

The micro-foam patients also had a good feeling after massage the treated legs. We found much less indurations and less hematomas and there weren’t to be found new spider navies after the massage.

We did not used very often the post op massage after tumescent anesthesia in cases of thermal ablation with radio frequency. Here we ‘ve seen some pain in some cases. And we are cautious so-is compression massage possible?

This also corresponds to the relative contraindications for compression therapy-in the case of extensive (open) soft tissue injuries (radically surgery, thermal therapy) compression therapy should not be used initially.

Radical therapy methods (stripping) are no longer offered at Saphenion®, which is why we have no experience with the use of compression massage in these cases.

DISCUSSION-QUOTED FROM THE GUIDELINE FOR COMPRESSION THERAPY

The intermittent pneumatic compression therapy (IPC) consists in the prophylactic and therapeutic use of pneumatic alternating pressures for thromboembolic prophylaxis, decongestive therapy in edema diseases, improvement of arterial and venous perfusion with reduction of clinical symptoms and to promote wound healing [5].

We have treated last 4 years nearly 900 patients with the postoperative IPC. We are very surprised about the acceptance and the very good results in using ICP postoperatively in cases of VenaSeal®-ablation and micro-foam therapy [6,7].

Meanwhile the patients are asking for this intermittent compression therapy and it is a part of our standard therapy.

CONCLUSION

Following these guidelines, a compression massage is not recommended after extensive soft tissue defects, e.g. contraindicated after radical varicose vein therapy (stripping), however! We have no experiences with ICP in this radical therapy cases.
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